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Abstract: The scarcity of natural resources and the problem of pollution have initiated the need for
extending the life and use of existing products. The concept of the reverse supply chain provides
an opportunity to recover value from discarded products. The potential for recovery and the
improvement of value in the reverse supply chain of apparel has been barely studied. In this research,
a novel modularized redesign model is developed and applied to the garment redesign process.
The concept of modularization is used to extract parts from the end-of-use or end-of-life of products.
The extracted parts are reassembled or reconstructed with the help of a proposed group genetic
algorithm by using domain and industry-specific knowledge. Design fitness is calculated to achieve
the optimal redesign. Subsequently, the practical relevance of the model is investigated with the help
of an industrial case in Sweden. The case study finding reveals that the proposed method and model
to calculate the design fitness could simplify the redesign process. The design fitness calculation
is illustrated with the example of a polo t-shirt. The redesigned system-based modularization is in
accordance with the practical situations because of its flexibility and viability to formulate redesign
decisions. The grouping genetic algorithm could enable fast redesign decisions for designers.

Keywords: reuse design; upcycling; modularization; garment industry; sustainability

1. Introduction

The process of redesigning an existing product is considered to be relatively less important
than manufacturing new products. Redesigning is a common strategy adopted by companies to
develop a second-generation product from the existing unsold or lesser demanded products [1].
Second-generation products are made by changing the product form, enhancing the product function,
or improving the way to use the product [2]. Product redesign by transforming its physical form is one
of the easiest and common methods that does not need an advanced technology or a huge investment.
However, it is difficult to achieve a satisfactory aesthetic and functional product by randomly changing
the product form [1].
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Products may need to be redesigned after use in some situations. There could be several reasons for
redesign, such as extending lifespan, reducing environmental impacts, or customers may have become
fed up with the look of the product and want to change the look. In today’s scenario, a consumer
owns and uses multiple products, hence the redesign becomes important [3]. However, the current
redesign process fails to utilize innovative methods. Most of the redesign activities are undertaken
to extract/replace useful parts or change attributes/structures of the products [4]. Baxter [5] has
identified that the success of the product design with a well-defined process and specifications is three
to four times higher than the random method.

The present work utilizes a genetic algorithm and modular product design techniques to redesign
products. Modular product design is an important strategy to handle the components of end-of-use and
end-of-life products [6]. The extracted components or parts of products are reassembled and redesigned
with the genetic algorithm using design and industry-specific domain knowledge. A genetic algorithm
is an evolutionary computation technique to achieve high design fitness in the absence of explicit
function [7]. Design fitness is also calculated to measure the redesign fitness. Considering a case study
from the garment industry, the study will illustrate the model development.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 introduces the redesign process for garments.
Section 2 uses a genetic algorithm and modular design techniques to develop the redesign method.
Section 3 aims to develop a redesign model and a numeric method to calculate the design fitness for
garments. Section 4 presents a case study to illustrate the garment redesign process of a Stockholm,
Sweden-based company, and Section 5 discusses the findings from the redesign model and case study,
and provides the conclusion.

2. Redesign Technique in Upcycling

There are different techniques and reasons to redesign a product. Some of the common reasons
to redesign the products are to overcome design faults, reduce the manufacturing cost, create a
product family, or develop a new product from two or more different products [3]. The particular
design of a product can be modified or redesigned to minimize the production cost. In today’s
scenario, the cost reduction and the environmental impact are generally considered and evaluated
throughout the product life cycle [3]. Efforts are made to redesign the product by identifying weak
spots in the current design and modifying the same to maximize the end-of-life value [8]. Products
are designed to fulfill customers as well as environmental requirements. Component analysis for a
product is performed to determine the overall product value and component value, on the basis of
which the components are redesigned to reduce the negative environmental impacts [9]. To reduce the
overall cost and increase the performance, a component can be changed with a low cost and better
performing component [10]. The product can be redesigned into modules for ease of maintenance,
reuse, and recycling [11]. The modular product innovation has stimulated the redesign ability to
minimize the cost and maximize the use.

2.1. Modularization Process for the Redesign

The concept of modular redesign can be extended to product family creation where a component
or group of components (i.e., subsystem) can be designed to be implemented across the range of
products [12]. Redesigning a component or subsystem for a product family simplifies the product
designing process, maximizes the use of a components/subsystem, and minimizes the cost [3].
The process of creation of a component or subsystem for the product family consists of breaking
down product design into modules and selecting common components to reuse across a variety
of products [13]. Generally, the modular component structure is recommended for low-volume
and customized products to minimize the overall cost. The modular redesign process can convert
heterogeneous components to a homogenous set of components. The product components with less
or no commonality can be grouped according to functionality for multiple uses [14]. Modular-based
redesigning reduces the cost, and increases the profit without changing the structure of the products.
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The modularization technique is a widely useful and accepted method for product design and
manufacturing to improve the performance of a supply chain. It is wise to reduce the large system into
small subsystems to cope with the rising complexity of product design and manufacturing. Under the
concept of modularization, the small and simple processes are also clustered into subassemblies for ease
of handling. In the modular structure, a subpart is treated as a functional unit with few interactions
between subparts. There are numerous benefits of modularizations, such as improvement in the
manufacturing efficiency, the supply chain efficiency, and overall effectiveness. The modularization
technique has evolved over a period of time, and can be categorized into three categories: (1) matrix
function classification, (2) cluster graph math artificial genetic classification, and (3) sustainability
classification [6]. The matrix method uses the clustering technique to sort components into different
product modules. The function method breaks down complicated functions to generate subsystems
or modules [15]. The clustering method helps in the formation of group components on the basis
of similarities and differences. The graphical method uses a matrix technique to sort and create a
module. Mathematical programming uses operation research techniques to form groups or modules.
The artificial intelligence technique uses computer science knowledge to cluster the components.
Similarly, genetic and heuristics methods are also used for module forming [16]. The social,
economic, and environmental aspects of sustainability can also be considered to create a module
or classification [6].

The concept of a modularized system draws its foundation from the intelligent design system.
This enables the manufacturing process to achieve high quality, and the system of modularity also
provides flexibility for the disassembly and redesign after the product end-of-life [17]. Discarded
product after the end-of-life can be broken down into parts or components to encompass the unused
value that is associated with it. There are different end-of-life options available for the discarded
product such as reuse, remanufacturing, upcycling, downcycling, landfill, and incineration [18].
The concept of modularization maximizes the use of a part or set of parts that are extracted
from a discarded product. The module structure enhances the performance and sustainability [6].
The modularization design strategy standardized the design process for mass customization. Under the
concept of modularization, one part can be fabricated for more than one product. This strategy
has been successfully adopted and implemented in the electronics industry. Modularization is the
technique for the product and process redesign formalization to reduce the variations among parts or
components [19]. An intelligent garment design process on the basis of the modularization technique
has been used by Zhou et al. [20] for its flexibility and user-friendly design process.

2.2. Grouping Genetic Algorithm

At present, the market is flooded with thousands of products where the designs of these products
are developed through rigorous and innovative product development processes. In several instances,
the design of the product doesn’t fulfil the requirements; therefore, the products or its components are
required to be redesigned to meet requirements. Li et al. [4] have proposed an attribute-based model to
resolve the differences between product design and its functional or aesthetic requirements. The design
issue is addressed by changing the components, attributes of components, or the structure of the
product design. In the case-based redesign approach, the design information from the previous stages
can be used to achieve a new design [21,22]. The flexible or self-redesign system is another holistic
approach to address the fast-changing requirements of consumers. Kasarda et al. [23] have developed
a design method for adaptation to self-adjust or self-redesign based on the attributes’ parameters.
An existing product can be modified on the basis of the design attributes, and their value, to address
the design and functional differences.

Genetic algorithm (GA) is an artificial intelligence and mathematical optimization technique
that has repeatedly been used to solve a problem more quickly when classic methods take time to
find solutions. GA is inspired by the biological mechanism of natural evolution from one generation
to another to generate a best possible solution. The new solution is obtained through three steps
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i.e., selection, crossover, and mutation [24]. At the selection phase, two parents are selected based
on their suitability or fitness. In the next step, selected parent crossover is reproduced to obtain a
new individual. During crossover, half of two or more parents are swapped to create a new solution.
The third step is a mutation to bring small tweaks or improvements to the new individual. Mutation
is applied to bring diversity to the existing population [25]. Genetic algorithm methods can be used
for grouping an irregular shape at an optimal level [26]. It is difficult to achieve the best grouping
through the manual method involving the hit and trial approach. The heuristic approach of the
genetic algorithm can achieve the best fit to the group [27,28]. In the grouping genetic algorithm
(GGA), the user can achieve fitness by grouping the components through an iterative process. Thus,
the GGA can provide better design; therefore, the GGA is better than the GA tool [7]. In recent
days, the approach of the genetic algorithm can also be used in the textile industry to solve various
problems [29,30]. Yang and Lin [31] have used a genetic algorithm in the footwear industry to solve
pattern problems.

3. Modularization Redesign Method Based on Grouping Genetic Algorithm

The present work aims to develop a redesigned model by considering three different problems:
(i) the modular method for the extraction of components, (ii) the attributes-based clustering method,
and (iii) the calculation of the design fitness of components. In this paper, the modular redesign
method proposed by Farrell and Simpson [32] is employed to extract components from reference
end-of-life or end-of-use products. The components are extracted to maximize the commonality to
simplify the redesign process. Mutingi et al. [33] have proposed that the number of modules that a
product can have is dependent upon the total number of components of the product. A minimum
number of useful components that can be extracted from a product is set to be 1, whereas the maximum
number of components that can be extracted from a product can be represented by Formula (1):

Number of useful components that can be extracted ≤
√

Total number of components of the product (1)

Each of the extracted components are defined by their attributes such as length, composition,
shape, and color. A numeric value is assigned to the attributes for dimension (length and width) and
the color type of extracted parts. Different kinds of parts can be extracted from products that can be
categorized based on their significance in relation to important and less important parts. During the
extraction of parts from used or discarded products, the following rules can be deployed:

1. The extraction of parts should be done at a medium level. Otherwise, connections and design
could be complicated due to too many parts.

2. Decisions about important and less important parts should be made on the basis of its use in the
target products. Important parts are those parts that can be used for making upcycled or higher
valued products.

3. Less important parts could be used for making downcycled or lower value products such
as accessories.

4. Extracted parts will be used for redesign and reconstruction. Therefore, the domain knowledge
of product production is suggested to make subjective decisions.

On the basis of the above rules, the extracted parts of products can be categorized and
subcategorized, as illustrated in Table 1. The details of extracted parts are determined by key design
and composition attributes that can vary from one product to another.

Each part has certain characteristics and an associated value to its attributes. Change in the type
of the attribute will provide different parts. The products that are selected for redesign could consist of
different parts. All of the parts of a used product cannot be useful. Some of the parts will be useful,
while others may not be suitable for a redesign.
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Table 1. Characteristics of modular parts.

Part Type Coding Part Name

Important

I1 Product 1 front
I2 Product 1 back
I3 Product 1 other parts 1
I4 Product 1 other parts 2
I5 Product 2 front
I6 Product 2 back
I7 Product 3 body
I8 Product 4 body

Less important

L1 Common accessories 1
L2 Common accessories 2
L3 Common accessories 3
L4 Other accessories

The extracted module can be grouped with the help of GA as proposed by Gu and Hashemian [34].
However, the number of components and value of attributes need to be determined at the beginning.
To overcome this limitation, Falkenauer [35] has proposed GGA to reselect or replace components
if a particular module or components are not found to be not suitable to achieve the desired target
products. The repetition of these crossover steps can generate new offspring. If suitable modules
cannot be found to achieve the desired design, then, on the basis of GGA, the steps can be repeated as
depicted in Figure 1:
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Figure 1. Grouping genetic algorithm for the modularized redesign.

Design fitness can be achieved by adopting three mutation strategies suggested by
De Lit et al. [36]. The parts can be randomly moved to find the most suitable parts as per the
requirement of target products. To achieve this, a new part could be added to existing products,
or maybe some parts can also be deleted. Further, suitable parts can also be found irrationally with the
help of a heuristic algorithm. The mutation of selected parts will be performed only if a certain degree
of similarities are achieved between selected parts and target product design. This can help to achieve
an optimal design value for the target products.
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Two or more reference products can be combined to develop new products. The redesigned
model uses a modular redesign technique and the modular design principle to extract, reconstruct,
or combine two products. This improves the quality and reduces time over traditional manual redesign
techniques. The redesigned model consists of six steps, as demonstrated below:

Step 1: Redesign requirements identification for target products: The redesign of a new product
depends upon the clear understanding of requirements. A designer should have a clear
understanding of current market trends and customer requirements.

Step 2: Selection of end-of-use (life) products for reference: After the identification of redesign and
customer requirements, the next step is the selection of used products. Two or more distinct or
similar products can be selected to combine into a single new product.

Step 3: Extraction of components from reference products: After the selection of reference products,
the next step is to identify the usable components from the reference products. Components
are extracted and stored on the principle of modular design, as demonstrated in Equation (1).

Step 4: Identification of components for target products: The next step involves the identification of
components for the target products. The components are selected on the basis of the redesign
requirements conceived for the target products.

Step 5: Connection of components to develop target products: Identified components are connected
to each other to achieve the desired redesign requirements. Parts are connected so that at the
connection site, the attributes and the value of the attributes should be similar. The connection
between two parts is based on the type of joint, the machine used, and the duration for which
the machine is used. The numerical value is assigned to each connection and component
attribute for design fitness calculation.

Step 6: Calculation of redesign fitness for connection: If MuA and MuB are two parts, then the design
fitness or connection intensity can be defined as CIAB, where Tn can be defined as the total
connection intensity for new product Mn. Practically, two parts are connected by multiple
operations or connections that can be denoted by Cn. The accumulated connection intensity
can be represented as follows:

Tn = ∑
MuA∈Mn

∑
MuB∈Mn

CIAB/Cn (2)

The accumulated connection intensity CItotal is constant, because of the total number of connection
or operations; Cn in any product Mn is fixed. The goal of the grouping genetic algorithm (GGA) is
to optimize the connection intensity or design fitness. The garment redesign method is selected to
validate the genetic grouping-based redesign strategy.

4. Redesign for Garments

Redesign is a process that adds value to discarded or used garments. The original idea of the
garments’ redesign was based on the technique of product design [37]. The degree of redesign can
differ from minor changes to the overall transformation of the garments. A minor change could
be possible by adding decorative trims, new embroidery, or print [38]. The overall transformation
could be achieved by changing the style or pattern of the garments. For example, denim trousers
could be transformed into lady jackets by creating a new pattern and reconstruction. The possibility
of redesigning a garment can be decided based on its structure, fabric, and quality [39]. The used
or discarded garments need to be selected on the basis of various parameters such as durability,
deconstruction complexity, and current trends [40]. Design thinking is an iterative process that consists
of inspiration, ideation, and implementation. Any design intervention generally oscillates between
the inspiration and ideation stages [41]. The inspiration and ideation for redesign can be clubbed
together, as separate inspiration and ideation required for each individual product. Notwithstanding,
the implementation steps can be broken down into reconstruction and fitting. By and large, the process
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of redesign can be categorized into the selection, ideation, reconstruction, and fitting stages as depicted
in Figure 2.
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The redesign process takes enormous time to find the right combination while transforming
particular styles. The confinement of redesign can be manifested in terms of variation in the size,
pattern, fabric, and color of the selected products [42]. To illustrate, used garments that are bigger in
shape or have an easy pattern can simply accommodate the new product design, and vice versa for
the complex design and smaller size garments. Further, each fabric has different material properties
and colors, which can be considered more constraints due to varied product selection. However,
these restrictions can also be viewed as a prospect for the redesigning process. Put differently, the size
and pattern of each fabric that is retrieved from the used product and is distinctive can provide a unique
design solution for new and improved products [40]. In order to convert constraint into opportunity,
the redesigning process requires meticulous skills to maintain precision [43]. Further, a significant
amount of time is required to achieve the desired outcome. Each part of the used product is novel,
which needs to be handled independently to achieve higher redesign ability. An inventive approach is
likewise expected to handle the unpredicted quality and quantity of discarded products. It is difficult
to run the continuous process of redesign with a restricted supply of input. In the fast-changing fashion
world, the fashion of the earlier seasons provides a reference point, and hence becomes valuable for
consideration. Therefore, it is important to retain product provenance [40]. This can be achieved
by upcycling or redesigning old products with improved aesthetics or/and functional properties.
The pictures in Figure 3 illustrate some of the redesigned garments.

The narrative of the upcycled product is another important factor that increases its saleability.
The narrative of the product’s previous life could be an important promotion strategy [42].
Deschamps et al. [44] have additionally featured the requirement for an upcycle brand to retain the
history of the item. In the present work, a grouping genetic algorithm-based modularization process is
applied to the modularized garment redesign model. The grouping genetic algorithm is used to create
second-generation products by matching the attributes of the extracted garments’ parts.
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4.1. Model for Garment Redesign

This section is intended to develop a garment redesign model. A garment can be redesigned
based upon the demand or need for products. The sketch, idea, or design of the target product can
be developed to fulfill the functional and aesthetic design requirements. Used or old garments can
be selected as a reference product to fulfill the requirements of the redesign garment. The reference
garments are selected as reasonably close matches to the user and redesign garments’ requirements.
The usable parts from the reference garments can be extracted. Some of the extracted parts from
different reference products could be common and can be stored together. A formal t-shirt or top
consists of a ‘front’, ‘back’, ‘sleeve’, ‘neck rib’, and ‘sleeve rib’. Similarly, the ‘front’, ‘back’, ‘waistband’,
and ‘pocket’ can be extracted from a trouser or bottom, as illustrated in Figure 4.
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Each extracted parts can be categorized based on the characteristics or attributes of the parts.
For example the ‘front’ and ‘back’ panels of tops and bottoms can be stored in a separate place,
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respectively. Further, each part with the same characteristics or attributes can be subcategorized based
on the attributes’ value or dimension. Designers could attempt to develop target products for every
possible design combination (i.e., crossover from the initial population) of extracted parts. Further,
mutation operation could be performed to insert some additional features. During the redesign
process, various kinds of ideas or developed designs can be stored in the reference design database
for future use. Redesign garments (target products), used/old garments (reference products), and the
design database (reference design) can interact with each other to optimize the redesign process.
All three databases (i.e., design, extracted parts, and target products) could be updated every time
after a successful redesign. This will enable strengthening the redesign process. Figure 5 represents a
structured model for the garment redesign process.
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Figure 5. Modularized garment redesign model.

The next stage is to join parts after the extraction and identification of parts for the redesign
product. Each part can be connected or joined with a different type of machine, seam, and stitch
length. Design fitness or connection strength can be calculated to rate the redesign on the basis of the
connection (machines, seam, stitch length) and part attributes. Numerical values help to quantify the
design fitness or connection intensity.

4.2. Calculation of Design Fitness

The strength or intensity of the connection depends on different connection attributes such as the
seam type (id), the machines used to stitch the seam, and the attributes (T) and value (V) of attributes
such as the fabric composition, fabric color, and the junction/connection. The junction or connection
attribute value can be defined in the terms of seam length or standard allowed minute (SAM)/standard
minute value (SMV). A number between 0 and 100 is allocated for each attribute depending on the
strength of its connection. The weightage of each of the junction’s attributes is assigned on the basis
of its importance for a connection, as proposed by Tseng et al. and Das et al. [24,45]. The weightage
for seam type is assigned 30%, machine type—35%, seam length—15%, and fabric attributes (such as
color, composition etc.)—20%. These four attributes collectively decide the connection intensity (CI).
A higher value of CI denotes better connection.

4.2.1. Seam Type

The seam type depicts the method to attach two parts. The attachments of two parts are strongest
for the superimposed seam type, whereas the seam strength in the decorative seam is the least amongst
all. Therefore, the highest connection intensity is assigned for the superimposed seam, while the lowest
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connection intensity is assigned to the decorative seam. Assumption has made for CI of different type
of seam and illustrated in Table 2.

Table 2. Connection intensity of seam type.

S.No. Seam Type Connection Intensity

S1 Decorative 6
S2 Flat 12
S3 Bound 18
S4 Lapped 24
S5 Superimposed 30

4.2.2. Machine Type

The strength of connection also depends on the machine that is used to attach two seams.
For example, the single needle lockstitch machines can provide the strongest connection; hence,
the highest connection intensity is assigned to a single needle lockstitch, while a lesser intensity is
assigned to another type of machine as depicted in Table 3.

Table 3. Connection intensity of machine type.

S.No. Machine Type Connection Intensity

M1 Bartack 7
M2 Feed of arm 14
M3 Flatlock 21
M4 Overlock 28
M5 Single needle lock stitch 35

4.2.3. Seam Length (SMV/SAM)

The longer stitch can provide better hold between two fabrics. The length of the seam is also
directly proportional to the SAM. Hence, the numerical value to the length of the seam is provided on
the basis of the SAM. This could be interpreted as connection intensity being directly proportional to
the SAM as illustrated in Table 4.

Table 4. Connection intensity of seam length.

S.No. SAM (Minutes) Connection Intensity

M1 Less than 0.20 3
M2 Between 0.20 to 0.50 6
M3 Between 0.50 to 0.80 9
M4 Between 0.80 to 1 12
M5 More than 1 15

4.2.4. Fabric Attributes

There is a lot of subjective parameters that differentiate one fabric from another. The connection of
two parts also depends on its attributes such as material composition and color or design. A stronger
stitch can be achieved if two fabrics with a similar material composition are stitched together. Similarly,
if some fabrics are stitched together, then it could give better aesthetic appeal, while other fabrics
may not give the same appeal. A durable fabric can give a stronger connection. On the basis of the
aforementioned discussion, a numeric value is provided for the connection intensity on the basis of
fabric attributes as presented in Table 5.
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Table 5. Connection intensity of fabric attributes.

S.No. Fabric Attributes Connection Intensity

F1 Color/design 4
F2 Composition 8
F3 Durability 12
F4 Any two attributes 16
F5 All three attributes 20

If all the three fabric attributes—i.e., colour, composition, and durability—are achieved, then the
numeric value will be the highest. For two attributes, the numeric value will be 16.

5. A Case Study of Garment Redesign

The process of redesign varies from one organization to another. A Sweden-based redesign
organization is selected to understand the application of remodularization. This selected Swedish
organization performs the process of redesign at a larger scale through separate redesign division.
A dedicated team of designers carries out the redesign activities in the warehouse. The activities of the
redesign are also carried out through satellite centers where local inhabitant volunteers redesign old
textile or garments products. All of the redesign products are sold under the ‘Remake’ brand name.
The organization has launched a new store to sell redesigned garments. The team has a standard
operating procedure for the complete redesign activities. However, at present, activities such as parts
extraction and identification, determination, and the implementation of connections are done based on
the memory, intuition, and experience of the designers. Figure 6 demonstrates the steps followed for
redesign at the selected organization.Sustainability 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  12 of 19 
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However, the above remodularizations model can be used for the redesign process. The steps can
be elaborated as follows.

5.1. Selection of Reference Products (Used Garments)

Garments are selected on the basis of their aesthetic, functional qualities, perceived needs,
labor-saving, and ease of reconstruction. Aesthetic qualities include style, the color, material
composition, visual appeal, and prevalent demand. The functional qualities on the basis of which
garments are selected vary from product to product. For example, denim jeans and jackets are selected
on the basis of fabric sturdiness. Garments are generally discarded due to their worn or washed-out
look. Interestingly, this feature of faded color or washed-out look increases its attractiveness and is
considered to make a product more suitable for a redesign. T-shirts for men and women are also
available in abundance in the collection of discarded garments. T-shirts and tops generally have little
variations in the form of size, fabric, and constructions. Uniformity among the styles and the ease of
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handling of the fabrics make t-shirts and tops suitable for a redesign. Formal suits and long ladies’
dresses are also considered appropriate for a redesign because of the higher quality and quantity of
the usable fabrics. On the basis of the material usability and color/style forecast/trends of upcoming
seasons, a ‘wish list’ is prepared by the redesign team. The durability of the material and disassembly
effort is also considered during the preparation of a material ‘wish list’. The sorting team picks the
material as per wish the list, prepares a bag, and gives it to the redesign team after regular intervals.

5.2. Extraction of Parts from Reference Products (Used Garments)

The redesign process begins by deconstructing and analyzing the used products and associated
materials for their best use and utilization. The redesign team observes each of the products
considering the scope of redesign, and accordingly extracts a designable part/patch after disassembly.
Basic garments such as t-shirts and ladies’ dresses are cut to extract fabrics, while complex garments
such as suits and jackets are converted to another form of garment. The products that are found
suitable for the redesign are further sent for value-addition processes such as alteration, embroidery,
and printing. The current organization has in-house facilities for basic embroidery and screen-printings.
The part or patch of the fabrics and trims are stored separately on the racks as per the concept of
remodularization. Each of the extracted parts is stored at different locations on the basis of their
characteristics or future use. At present, the extraction and storage of parts are done manually.
However, with the proposed remodularization model, the attributes information of the extracted parts
can be stored in the computerized system. The type of attributes and the value for each of the parts
can be entered in the remodularization system. Overall, each part can be physically categorized and
stored on the basis of its attributes.

5.3. Identification of Parts for Target Products (Redesigned Garments)

The initial idea for the redesigning of garments is developed based on the demand forecast
and the available extracted parts. Designs are finalized with the technique of draping and/or flat
patternmaking. Subsequently, the parts search starts to achieve the desired aesthetic look. At present,
this whole process of search is done manually and mainly on the basis of memory. The proposed
remodularization model can facilitate an ease of search of the required parts. The parts requirements
are raised based upon the size and styles of the intended redesigned garments. Each of the required
parts has specific attributes and value associated with it. The parts are searched on the basis of their
attributes and values. If a part with a particular attribute and value is not available in the parts database,
then parts with similar characteristics can be selected to get the desired output after modification.

5.4. Determination of Connections

The next step in this process is a determination of connection for the selected parts. The selected
parts are connected as per the design prototype to achieve the desired look and draping. Currently,
the redesign organization establishes connections on a trial basis by making several permutations
and combinations. The manual process of connection establishment is a time-consuming and tedious
process. Some modifications are also done if the shape and size of the connecting seam are not similar.
The feasibility of the transformations is also considered during the modification and reconstruction
processes. The process of this connection establishment can be simplified with the help of the proposed
remodularization model. The computerized remodularization model system can suggest suitable parts
for connections. The modularized redesign system will keep on determining connections until the
time where a suitable connection is not achieved.

5.5. Calculation of Design Fitness for Connections

Once parts are selected and connections are determined, then the next step is to implement
connection. A good design can be achieved by proper stitching of the parts with the help of garment
design and production knowledge. Under a few circumstances, proper connection constraints can
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be also required. For example, if the composition of the fabrics vary from each other, it is not easy to
implement connections, even though the attributes and its value are the same. Understanding these
nuances related to production constraints are gradually developed with experience. The redesign
system will keep on doing the reconstruction process until the time where the desired perfection is
not achieved. At the later stage, modification or reconstruction can be repeated if the designer is not
satisfied with design or fitting. The calculation of design fitness is demonstrated in the next subsection
by considering a basic t-shirt as an example.

5.6. An Illustration of Design Fitness for Polo T-Shirt

Step 1–2: Identification of target and selection of reference product

The below example has been selected to calculate the connection intensity i.e., the example
t-shirt/top is manufactured with extracted parts from used clothes. A t-shirt can be redesigned from
two or more reference products. The targeted redesigned products could also be one, or more than
one. Figure 7 depicts the reference and target garments for illustrative purposes.
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Step 3–4: Extraction and determination of parts

A basic t-shirt consists of five parts i.e., the front, back, sleeve, neckband, and sleeve rib; these parts
can be extracted from different garments and can subsequently be identified for new redesigned
garments. Figure 8 illustrates the process of part extraction and stitching for a t-shirt.
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Step 5–6: Calculation of connection intensity and design fitness

The connection intensity or design fitness can be calculated based on the operation required to
stitch the parts to form a garment. The calculation of design fitness is done in Table 6 for the t-shirt
according to rule formulated in Section 4.2.

Table 6. Calculation of design fitness for a t-shirt. SAM: standard allowed minute, CI: connection
intensity.

Module Connection Operation Seam Machine SAM Fabric Total CI

Module 1 (front) and
Module 2 (back)

module

Shoulder attach Superimposed (30) OL (30) 0.56 (9) All attributes (20) 89
Shoulder top stitch Superimposed (30) SNLS (35) 0.34 (6) All attributes (20) 91

Side seam Superimposed (30) OL (30) 2 (15) All attributes (20) 95

Body and Module 3
(sleeve)

Sleeve attach Superimposed (30) OL (30) 0.89 (12) All attributes (20) 92
Sleeve top stitch Superimposed (30) SNLS (35) 0.60 (9) All attributes (20) 94

Module 4 (Rib attach)
Neckband attach Superimposed (30) SNLS (35) 0.77 (12) All attributes (20) 97
Sleeve rib attach Superimposed (30) SNLS (35) 1.0 (12) All attributes (20) 97

Cumulative average CI for garment 95

Given the above conditions, the design fitness of the redesigned fitness for the t-shirt is calculated
and was found to be 95. This is relatively good, and the redesigned garments can be considered good
for their use.

5.7. Benefits of Modularized Redesign Model

The direct reuse of a used or discarded product is sustainable compared to making a new
product from raw materials. The process of collection, sorting, and the redistribution of apparel can
save approximately 98% of the energy compared to manufacturing products from raw material [46].
However, there are various limitations of direct reuse, such as styles becoming outdated or some
parts getting damaged. Therefore, redesign could be a sustainable option to modify old products
as per the latest fashion trends. The good conditioned parts could be used by the remodularization
model for a high-value redesign, while the defected parts could be a process of inferior use or material
extraction. Paras and Curteza [47] in their study on reverse value chain decisions have found that
upcycling or redesign are the most preferred alternatives, as the redesign process improves the value
of existing products by increasing the usefulness of products for the consumer and making products
resource-efficient. Figure 9 shows an apparel life cycle with different reverse supply chain alternatives
such as reuse, manual redesign, genetic algorithm-based modular redesign, recycling, and waste
incineration/landfill.

The life cycle assessment of a product is an important tool to analyze environmental damage such
as resource depletion, energy consumption, and greenhouse emissions. Damage to the environment
occurs in the process of raw material extraction, production, distribution, use, reuse, and disposal of
the product. Reverse value chain alternatives such as reuse and redesign give a second life to a product
with little or no environmental impacts, whereas process such as recycling for material extraction,
incineration, and landfill have negative impacts on the environment due to energy consumption,
pollutions, and landfill occupations. However, the direct reuse and manual redesign process have
limitations in the terms of reuse and aesthetics. The genetic algorithm-based modular redesign
process can overcome the limitation by proposing the best redesign alternatives through an iterative
process. Thus, the existing product can be redesigned to be used for longer, and hence, the producess
reduces resource depletion. The GA-based modular redesign alternatives for the reverse value chain
for apparel can optimize the extraction of parts from discarded products. Hence, the amount of
apparel that is meant for material recycling or landfill/incineration can be minimized. This will save
the energy that is required to manufacture a product from the extracted raw material. The lower
amount of landfill/incineration leads to a reduction in pollution and landfill occupations. Thus,
it can be concluded on the basis of life cycle assessment (LCA) that GA-based modular redesign is an
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environmentally efficient reverse value chain alternative. The environmental impact of the proposed
GA-based modular design can be further improved with a simplified life cycle assessment. The goal
of a simplified life cycle approach is to reduce the product design complexity in the early design
stage. This simplified LCA optimizes the extraction and reconstruction of parts by easing down
disassembly efforts.
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In order to further understand the benefits of the modularized redesign model over the manual
redesign process, an analysis has been performed to compare the time consumed in each process.
The time taken in the manual redesign process varies according to the complexity of the garments.
Simple or basic garments such as ladies’ knitted tops, t-shirts, and shirts are relatively easy to redesign.
Almost one to two hours are consumed to redesign basic garments. Whereas for garments of medium
complexity, such as trouser and jeans, the redesign process needs 6–8 h. Jackets and ladies dresses are
considered high-complex garments, and the redesign process requires 10–18 h (up to two working
days). Most of these times these are incurred are during the redesign ideation and the determination
of connections. The remodularization model can be applied to shorten the time taken for redesign
ideation and the determination of connections. The remodularization model can perform ideation and
connection determination tasks in a matter of minutes with the help of computerized information.
A comparison of the time taken for the redesign process with the manual method and application of
the remodularization model is depicted in the below pictures:

From Figure 10, it can be easily understood that the remodularization modal can save up to 75%
of the time compared to a manual process. Apart from saving time, the proposed model also improves
the quality of the redesigned products. During the manual redesign process, due to the limitation of
the human brain, the suitable parts cannot be identified. Whereas the GA-based modular design can
suggest the best suitable parts for a redesign. The above discussion summarizes the benefits of the
remodularization model over the manual redesign process. In other words, this can also be considered
as a recommendation to improve the current redesign process.
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6. Discussion and Conclusions

The redesign is an important part of product development to extend the lifespan and
environmental impact of products. The research techniques need to be innovative in order to maximize
the use of end-of-use or end-of-life products and fulfill customer requirements. The success of redesign
is largely dependent on the product innovation, new technologies, resources, and skill that is used to
achieve the desired target. This study introduces an innovative garment redesign system based on a
modular and genetic algorithm, which shows that a well-planned design system enhances the chance
of success for a redesigned product. The innovative design approach combines two or more distinct
design products that increase the redesign quality and material utilization, and reduce the redesign
time. The innovative redesign method based on a genetic algorithm and modular technique can be
implemented to simplify the redesign process.

In this study, the garment is chosen as an illustrative product to understand the redesign process.
Domain knowledge was used to assign a numerical value for the connection of two parts. Seam type
(connection type), machine type, seam length (connection length), and fabric attributes are considered
as parameters for the connection of garment parts. The maximum weight for the seam type, machine
type, seam length, and fabric attributes are assigned 35%, 30%, 15%, and 20%, respectively. Depending
on the strength of the connection, a lesser or maximum value for each type of connection attribute is
provided. The design fitness for the garment is calculated by the average sum of all of the connections
of a garment.

The feasibility of the redesign system is checked through the case study of a redesigned company
based in Sweden. The results show that the application of the model could simplify the existing process
of redesign. In the present scenario, all of the processes, right from parts extraction to reconstruction, are
done manually on the basis of the expertise and skills of the designers. The application of modularized
model can also enable others to perform redesign activities based on the redesign history. It has been
found that application of a remodularization model can save significant time compared to the manual
process. An illustration of design fitness is provided with the help of a t-shirt that is a reference as
well as the target product. The similar function parts are extracted from the reference product for the
target function in the example. However, the current method and proposed model can also work for
the extraction of parts from different products. Therefore, the current research could be extended by
applying the proposed redesign model for another industry.

The above-presented redesign model can provide an innovative and easier approach for the
designers. The designers have suggested that basic products such as t-shirts/tops are easy to redesign
as compared to complex products such as coat and ladies’ dresses. In addition, designers have also
acknowledged that durable products such as denim trousers are suitable for redesign. The model
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can be further used and verified in another industrial context. The practitioners can learn from the
systematic redesign approach presented in the case study and illustration to simplify the redesign
process. Future researchers can explore the possibility of integrating consumers with the redesign
model proposed in this work by exploiting computer science and information technology knowledge.
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